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Q2. Examiner's Comment:Almost all could derive the capillarity equation in 2b) and apply it in 2c), although not all couldsubsequently obtain the correct effective stresses. Part d) – to calculate the radius of influence of apumped borehole - proved problematic for the candidates and the marker. Plausible attempts wererewarded, although the marker had reservations about the validity of the theory that was supposed tobe applied. Only one candidate obtained the intended “correct” answer of “1022mm”. That candidatecommented that the answer was “clearly wrong”, and they were awarded full marks.Many candidates found difficulty with the fact that the pumping rate was specified in “gallons perhour”. Some found a conversion factor in the general Data Book (there is no conversion factor in the3D8 datasheet), and then specified whether they were assuming Imperial or US gallons (which differby around 20%). Others made assumptions, along the lines of “I shall assume 1 gallon = 1 litre” andeven “Assume 1 gallon = 1m3”. One candidate wrote “I have no idea what a gallon is. Why wouldyou ask that?” Students were not penalised for failing to make the conversion correctly, and plausibleattempts to approach the question were given due credit.
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Q1. Examiner's Comment:This was a popular and straightforward question that was attempted by almost all, with good results.The final part – about the crack – tripped up many who somehow concluded that the uplift pressureunder BC increased, even after having drawn a diagram showing the opposite.
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Q3. Examiner's Comment: A popular question, with most scoring full marks on the early parts. Marks were lost in the U-value calculation, often for omitting the surface resistances. Few scored well on the relative humidity and condensation part of the question. There was potential ambiguity in the question regarding the initial moisture conditions and the meaning of initial “moisture supply”, but most candidates ignored the effects of ventilation completely and were unaffected by this. Plausible attempts were duly rewarded.   
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Q4. Examiner's Comment:It would appear that this question was only attempted by those few candidates who were confident of scoring highly, since there was a high proportion of near-perfect answers. Marks that were lost were largely the result of incomplete answers, as there were very few actual errors.
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